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Abstract




The New Age has been described as a characteristic manifestation of postmodernity – a market of equally valid spiritual options divorced from their cultural context and offered up for individual use. Nevertheless, New Age movements often privilege traditional authority in their commitment to seeking truth. The New Age cannot therefore be seen simply as a free-market utopia (or dystopia). It is also a space of active social construction of truth narratives, which can compete with or complement each other. 
	Searching for a productive approach to this paradox of postmodernist traditionalism, this article presents a conception of the New Age that surrenders the expectation of ideological coherence and recognises the phenomenon’s transcultural nature. The study of one Russian festival demonstrates the lived reality of the interplay of individualism and traditionalism, suggesting that the answer to this paradox lies in approaching New Age beliefs as vernacular. 
New Age: Conceptual Difficulties 
	The term ‘New Age’ has been adopted in academia since the 1980s, when its use by practitioners became less common, ‘subjective and idiosyncratic’ (Steven J. Sutcliffe and Ingvild Sælid Gilhus 4). Although still widely used, the term is routinely criticized for being ‘analytically elusive’ (5), neither emic nor etic, dated, vague, changeable, and overloaded with meanings (George Chryssides 10-13; Wouter Hanegraaff 29). The characteristics of New Age, its relationship with religious and social movements, and indeed, its very existence are subject to intense scholarly discussion. Nevertheless, the term seems indispensable: as George Chryssides notes, even its critics resort to it (13). In my opinion, the concept remains useful precisely because of its malleability: after all, the reality to which it refers is equally vague. It seems counterproductive to reject the concept for failing to function as a sum of concrete and distinct characteristics. We might do better by treating it as a set of associations, changeable yet still recognisable, convenient and even accurate. In the case of Child of Nature, this eclectic concept appropriately reflects the shifting and heterogeneous reality of the festival. 
Transcultural New Age
Building on existing scholarship on Western New Age, this article ventures out to the margins of what we usually imagine as New Age: to a festival of holistic living and alternative spirituality in St Petersburg. While the New Age is often described as specifically Western, whether because of its origins or implication in neoliberal capitalism, an examination of similar phenomena elsewhere challenges this assumption. To illuminate the paradoxes that the New Age presents, we should complement conceptual thinking with transcultural ethnographic studies.
Hanegraaff makes a useful distinction between ‘New Age’ in a narrow sense, sensu stricto, and in a wider sense, sensu lato (Hanegraaff 1996). Understood narrowly, the term ‘New Age’ refers to a millenarian vision, which predicts “imminent global upheaval preparatory to a golden age of abundance, prosperity and peace” (Sutcliffe and Gilhus 3). Understood widely, the New Age refers to various spiritual ideas about changing our lifestyles. Traced back to hippie movements (Chryssides 8), UFO groups and apocalyptic beliefs (Hanegraaff 27) of mid-twentieth century Europe and North America, these ideas emerged in the context of a “significant greening of the Western consciousness” (The Re-Enchantment of the West 42). Though this reverence for nature is mainstream and secular, it has “a strong sacralising bias”, emphasizing the unity of all beings and individual responsibility towards them (43). 
Extending the term’s lineage further into the past, to fin-de-siècle occult groups, Romantic nature worship and vernacular healing practices, we can see the New Age as a transnational phenomenon (Steven J. Sutcliffe and Marion Bowman 4). After all, one of its greatest influences was the late nineteenth-century Theosophical movement, led by H.P. Blavatsky, a prolific Russian writer, whose work encompassed Europe, Central Asia, the Middle East, India, Russia and the United States (Kevin Tingay 38). Theosophy’s cross-cultural beginnings metonymically stand for the New Age in general: instead of a direct export of spirituality, we are dealing with intercultural cross-pollination. The history of New Age is that of crossed borders, transnational influences and localised forms.
By using the term ‘Russian New Age’, I do not therefore imply a simple transposition of a Western concept to another context. The Russian нью эйдж term is a transcription from English, yet this linguistic borrowing belies the non-linearity of the process whereby the social phenomenon of the New Age came to be. Non-mainstream spirituality has a long history in Russia, but Russian New Age per se emerged in ‘the occult underground of Late Soviet Russia’ (Birgit Menzel 269). Unsatisfied with Socialist rationality, people turned to samizdat publications, underground initiatives (Larisa Honey 199) and alternative health practices, supported by state-sponsored research into ‘hidden human reserves’ (254). Soviet scholars and politicians encouraged manifestations of ethnic spirituality, which developed, after the regime’s collapse, into a variety of Pagan groups (Laruelle 286). Whether philosophical or religious, these groups tended towards nationalist and even chauvinist attitudes (Hilary Pilkington and Anton Popov 267), which echoed widespread nationalist sentiment in the country hit by a severe socioeconomic crisis (300). 
Russian ethnic Paganism coexists with many domestic and foreign spiritual projects enlivened by the Soviet regime’s collapse: New Religious Movements, back-to-the land communities, charismatic Christian groups, and various practices from Zoroastrianism to chiromancy. Although 68% of Russians identify as Orthodox, and the Russian Orthodox Church is hostile towards New Age ideas, such communities are active and numerous. Within this diverse field, ideas circulate freely, forming a complex and dynamic landscape.
With its emphasis on individual spiritual self-development, Child of Nature fits well within the general New Age context, while the particular truths evoked at the festival and attendant power struggles reflect its Russian context. 
The Child of Nature Festival 
The Child of Nature (Дитя Природы) festival was established in 2006 by several friends interested in healthy living, hiking and nature photography. This volunteer-run event now happens annually in June or July. Participants pitch tents on the festival grounds and paying a small fee to cover meals and organisational costs. The Child of Nature community gradually gained visibility in St Petersburg alternative spiritual circles, reaching over 8600 online subscribers by July 2015 (vk.com/festival_natureman). Initially a small-scale event, the festival attracted over a thousand people from Russia, Ukraine and Belarus already in its sixth year. In 2013, seeking to accommodate new participants and resolve logistical problems, it moved from its original location at Petäjärvi to the scenic lake Ladoga.
Many participants describe the festival as a positive and inspiring experience. A former festival organiser, Anna Fenina, in her interview with a St Petersburg magazine, describes her encounter with Child of Nature as serendipitous and transformative: 
… moving to Petersburg was a sort of sign, preceded by many events and coincidences that pushed me towards this move. It all started when I accidentally stumbled upon the website of the Child of Nature festival and registered there, even though I have never done that before. I started talking to the organisers and was invited to participate in the next Child of Nature festival as a singer-songwriter. I left everything in my hometown and hitchhiked to this festival. When I got there, I realised immediately that this was the place where I needed to be. This was where the new stage of my life would begin. (Smirnova)
Anna’s enthusiasm (aided by a remarkable knack for public relations) has drawn many newcomers, myself included, to the fledgling festival. Intrigued by her stories, I joined the festival as a kitchen worker in 2008. Since then, I participated in it three times as a receptionist and once as an ordinary attendee. During these years, I built several long-term friendships in the community. Embarking on this research project in 2011, I adopted a dual position. As a researcher, I sought to observe festival dynamics with rigorous attention, conducting unstructured and semi-structured interviews with active Child of Nature members. As a participant, I myself embodied a postmodern bricoleuse, choosing ideas and practices that suited me best.
The festival’s success lies partly in the family-friendly atmosphere that distinguishes it from similar events in the area. Among its stated values are self-development, sustainable living, and a vegetarian, vegan or raw diet. Basic rules include taking care of the forest and refraining from alcohol, smoking and drugs. Within these bounds, the festival welcomes participants with different interests, encouraging them to share their knowledge or discover a personally meaningful expression of truth. Alongside seminars on holistic living, the festival offers lectures on specific esoteric traditions, song and dance performances, fire shows, as well as practical workshops on crafting, cooking, green living, juggling and walking on coals. These features clearly link Child of Nature to New Age practices. 
The Festival as a New Age Juncture 
	The connection between Child of Nature and the New Age starts on the surface, with explicitly stated beliefs. Like the New Age in general, the festival’s worldview is based on a critique of urban lifestyle and Western rationality (Chryssides 22; Hanegraaff 39). In line with the New Age doctrine of ‘self-spirituality’, Child of Nature advances a positive view of the self (Heelas, The New Age Movement, 2). Put simply, the festival aims to help people escape the shackles of modern life and rediscover themselves as children of nature. According to the festival’s manifesto, a ‘child of nature’ is someone who is optimistic, active, curious, tolerant, healthy and creative (vk.com/natureman). Such people live in harmony with their environment, defend their ideals and let their hearts guide them.
The connection between Child of Nature and the New Age is also a structural resemblance: both are networks of related ideas. The network metaphor is prevalent in discussions of the New Age: on the emic side, Marilyn Ferguson’s Segmented Polycentric Integrated Network (SPIN) (Ferguson 216, 217), on the etic side, Colin Campbell’s cultic milieu, defined as “all deviant belief systems and their associated practices” coexisting in the “cultural underground” (“The Cult, the Cultic Milieu and Secularization” 14). Other scholars describe the New Age as a web held together by ‘nodes’ or ‘network hubs’ (Corrywright 168, 177) or ‘junctures’ (Chryssides 10). 
Child of Nature functions as just such a juncture in a network of related organizations: adventure tourism groups, craft circles and self-development centres. Being a ‘child of nature’ often means not only festival attendance but also continuous – if voluntary and sporadic - involvement in these organisations. This larger community thus resembles the New Age in its fluid nature (Adam Possamai 156), and also belongs to a web of similar movements in Russia. In all of its manifestations (as a festival, as a part of Russia’s alternative spirituality scene, and as an online community), Child of Nature clearly belongs to the framework of the New Age.
Some spiritual paths represented at the festival require serious dedication. Their adherents may object to the New Age label. Some communities discussed in this article could be best approached as New Religious Movements. Nevertheless, as Kathryn Rountree points out, even Pagan movements function in a globalised and multicultural context where ideas are exchanged (Rountree 7), a context similar to the New Age as defined in this article. On a very practical level, by participating in the Child of Nature festival, the groups I discuss enter the New Age network as its participants. In this article, I therefore view New Age as a type of social situation and a mode of interaction between representatives of different belief systems.
Individuals and Ancient Traditions: the New Age Paradox
Individualism and Consumerism
	The New Age is often conceptualised as excessively individualist and consumerist. Possamai argues that the New Age must be understood in the context of late capitalism (151). Similarly, Hanegraaff writes that the development of New Age depended in part on the market economy (47). Stef Aupers and Dick Houtman link this widespread view both to emic descriptions of spirituality as a personal endeavour and to Thomas Luckmann’s influential definition of contemporary religion as a ‘market of ultimate significance’ (201). Among contemporary religious movements, the New Age is especially conducive to being seen as a spiritual supermarket, with traditions, like brands, lending prestige to teachings. 
Child of Nature shares with the New Age the elevation of individual spiritual search and the logic of the market. The festival offers its participants a variety of potential paths whose appeal lies in their perceived effectiveness or exoticism, not in the accuracy of their sources. In the words of a veteran Child of Nature participant, 
The idea of the festival is that in every tradition, in every […] ‘sect’, so to speak... there is truth. That’s it. So one shouldn’t be fanatical. [...] The idea is that the festival lasts two days, and in these two days of the festival people can escape from the city, go there and take part in all kinds of workshops. (Female, 26, 9 Aug 2013)
Although the festival is not driven by a desire for profit, different organisations can attract customers by participating in it. Child of Nature effectively functions as a spiritual fair.
The marketplace metaphor, applicable to the festival insofar as it embodies New Age, perpetuates an apprehensive attitude towards the New Age as such. A good example of this approach is Jeremy Carrette and Richard King’s Selling Spirituality: The Silent Takeover of Religion, written for a wide audience. The book’s self-consciously polemical style condemns the neoliberal and socially conservative nature of contemporary spirituality. In its exclusive focus on personal development, the authors argue, spirituality today supports the global capitalist order by diverting attention from glaring social inequalities. Describing Western movements that draw on Buddhist and Hindu teachings, this criticism clearly concerns the New Age. 
The connection between the New Age and the market is undeniable, but some scholars have objected to such a one-sided view. Gauthier and Martikainen, for example, define consumerism as a condition of modern life, “a culturally dominant ethos” within which people “lead meaningful lives just as they have in other societies” (xv). According to them, scholars should not brand religious movements as consumerist and compromised, but ask what kinds of religiosity consumer societies enable. In this vein, Heelas suggests that the New Age is a complex combination of “materialistic utilitarianism”, “expressivistic humanism” (“Spiritualities of Life” 4) and “a ‘politics’ of the good life” (14). For Heelas, the New Age’s market-like quality does not interfere with its ability to be individually meaningful and effect social change (86). The enthusiastic accounts of many Child of Nature participants certainly suggest that people derive personal meaning from ideas packaged as products for consumption. 
With its pluralist agenda, the festival proudly displays individualist attitudes associated with the New Age. Even the most eclectic marketplace cannot, however, function without some common ground. As Aupers and Houtman convincingly argue, the professed individualism of the New Age should not occlude the importance of a unifying socially constructed doctrine. The next section outlines some common New Age assumptions, which also form the backbone of the ideological landscape of Child of Nature.
The Universal Truth
The underlying doctrine of the New Age is the belief in the universal spiritual nature of the world and the self, which Campbell defines as New Age theodicy (“A New Age Theodicy for a New Age” 77). According to Partridge, this doctrine enjoys axiomatic infallibility in New Age discourse and can turn into ‘blind faith’ (“Truth, Authority and Epistemological Individualism” 246). It also has overwhelming importance in the world of Child of Nature.
In its omnipresence, the doctrine of universal truth shapes the culture of New Age in two ways. First, it organises spirituality hierarchically. At Child of Nature, spiritual growth is a dominant category through which people understand their experiences. Interpersonal conflicts are often interpreted in terms of spiritual advancement, as “those who disagree are generally understood to be in need of greater enlightenment” (Partridge 252). In one important respect, however, my fieldwork experience differs significantly from the pessimistic vision of the New Age proposed by some scholars. Many people I interviewed think critically about the validity of the category of spirituality and its application in practice. 
In this article, I take up the second implication of the emphasis on universal truth: the importance of tradition. In a world rapidly moving towards new products and forms of life, the appeal to ‘tradition’ becomes a radical act of ‘thinking for oneself’, which fits in well with the countercultural self-understanding of New Age movements. The relationship of New Age to tradition is complex. While vague truth claims emphasize personal cognitive and emotive benefits over historical accuracy (“A New Age Theodicy for a New Age” 79), the need for legitimation often leads to references to ancient roots (Lewis and Hammer 2, “Truth, Authority and Epistemological Individualism” 247). In ethnic Pagan movements, the emphasis on tradition is especially explicit, as all contemporary Pagans, despite many variations in beliefs and practices, valorise the pre-Christian past (Michael Strmiska 2). At Child of Nature, Pagan groups’ appeals to the Vedas encounter invocations of Vedic wisdom by neo-Hindu groups, which understand it very differently.
The New Age emphasis on tradition does not reflect actual continuity between ancient and contemporary beliefs. Hanegraaff argues that New Agers re-work older esoteric elements to create something new (26), while Michael Strmiska explains that modern-day Pagans are producing a new worldview out of remnants of past religious systems (10). Similarly, Partridge and Olav Hammer see the New Age appeal to ‘ancient truths’ as modern essentialism, which underlies its ‘hesitant’ (Hammer 10) or ‘superficial’ postmodernism (“Truth, Authority and Epistemological Individualism” 231, 236, 251). 
To sum up, the New Age network is characterised by a paradoxical combination of a relativist spiritual consumerism and belief in a singular universal truth. This truth is located in the Self yet is often supported by references to tradition. A product of globalised postmodernity, the New Age creates an atmosphere conducive to antimodern attitudes, totalising narratives and exclusive authority claims. To approach this seemingly unresolvable contradiction constructively, we will shift our focus from explicit ideology to the lived reality of people who participate in it.
Ethnography and Vernacular Belief
In order to access the festival’s lived reality, this study relies on the concept of vernacular belief and on the ethnographic method. In this section, I will explain how this approach yields insights into the New Age paradox.
In their recent call for situating New Age within existing theories of religion, Sutcliffe and Gilhus mention research into folk belief (7). Heeding their call for a broader theoretical engagement, I turn to folkloristics. Developed by Leonard Primiano, the concept of vernacular religion counteracts the opposition of ‘official’ and ‘folk’ religion, which inadvertently marginalises unofficial beliefs and practices. Vernacular religion has a more comprehensive definition: it is “religion as it is lived: as human beings encounter, understand, interpret, and practice it” (Primiano 44). Religious belief is thus seen as a process, “accomplished by the conscious and unconscious negotiations of and between believers” (44). Focusing on this grassroots level, Sutcliffe and Bowman suggest that the term “spiritual supermarket” evokes not only profit-seeking cynicism, but also the “variety and choice” in individual practice (7). 
Practised religion contains both the official doctrine and the multiplicity of localised forms. In contrast with statistical or text-based analyses, ethnography gives us access to personal experiences, exposing the complex roles of spirituality in the lives of individuals and groups. The ethnographic method helped me observe the competing truth claims, ideological tensions, and surprising hybridities at Child of Nature. 
Ideological Control and Plurality at the Child of Nature Festival  
The festival aims to foster a joyful atmosphere of free exploration that can be an antidote to people’s isolation in the grip of routine:
The Festival is a Celebration! A real Celebration in the name of kindness, unity and mutual understanding – it is live communication with beautiful people, different healing and development practices, communication with Mother Nature, opening of your own creative potential, gaining self-knowledge, thinking and returning to your real self. (“Third Annual Child of Nature Festival” 1)
In its emphasis on escaping routine, this enthusiastic description echoes Mikhail Bakhtin’s notion of the carnivalesque. Bakhtin saw festivals as occasions for radical temporary reversal of social norms. Folklorist Beverly Stoeltje describes traditional community festivals in very similar terms: 
Festival communication involves a major shift [...] to frames that foster the transformative, reciprocal, and reflexive dimensions of social life. [...] The shift in frames guarantees nothing but rather transposes reality so that intuition, inversion, risk, and symbolic expression reign. (Stoeltje 263)
In Stoeltje’s vision, by acknowledging diversity and providing space for everyone, festivals resist ‘external ideological control’ (266). 
	At the same time, the temporary suspension of norms creates a need to maintain control over a potentially volatile social situation. For all its plurality, the festival’s common values define a norm, however vague. The organisers frequently have to articulate and affirm this norm in the face of practices that are seen as deviant. Moreover, they are burdened with the difficult task of managing human interactions: like any large gathering, Child of Nature is not immune to interpersonal conflicts. Among its attendees are elderly people and small children who need to be accommodated. The smooth running of the festival thus requires some degree of ideological control.
	The radical pluralism of the festival is also restricted by New Age essentialism. The idea of one truth in various guises both supports and weakens the festival’s pluralist agenda. Seeking to promote their activities, individuals may enter silent disagreements or open conflicts. The situation is complicated further when several groups lay claim to the same ancient tradition, which they understand differently. At Child of Nature, this overdetermined signifier is ‘Vedic wisdom’, which can refer both to the Indian Vedas and a pre-Christian Russian tradition. Its correct interpretation is therefore contested by Slavic- and Hindu-based spiritual groups. Groups that embrace Slavic spirituality range from highly politicised Pagans to environmentalist ecovillagers. Hindu-based movements are likewise represented by several voices: two different neo-Vaishnavite groups, as well as people interested in Vedic ideas as a form of self-help. 
The boundaries between these groups are vague, and individuals move between them as their interests change. Moreover, these groups are often internally divided. The Russian Native Faith (Rodnoverie), for example, is extremely heterogeneous. Ecovillagers who follow the wise woman Anastasia disagree about her teaching’s infallibility. Russian neo-Vaishnavites face internal disagreements and external threats to doctrinal purity from liberal interpretations. Keeping this heterogeneity in mind, we can nevertheless see these movements as recognisable discursive communities that share practices, imagery and central ideas. 
Slavic Vedism as the Festival Norm
	At Child of Nature, the search for truth in different teachings is most often linked to native spirituality, where Vedic wisdom is interpreted as specifically Slavic. Although this use of the term ‘Vedic’ in reference to a Slavic tradition may seem unusual to the Western ear, in Russian spiritual circles it is quite common. As Strmiska explains, European thinkers have long been interested in discovering a common pre-Christian “Indo-European homeland” of contemporary nations. The contested location of this “original civilization” is frequently located on the territory of Russia (23). Although the Indo-European homeland remains a theory, it has been popularised by many Russian amateur historians and writers (Laruelle 291), and sometimes linked to the Book of Vles, a manuscript of purportedly ancient origin that tells the pre-history of Slavic tribes.
In these accounts, Russia’s Vedic past is usually described as a Golden Age, where people possessed perfect health and supernatural abilities. Language itself was a repository of wisdom: the word ‘Vedic’, for example, is commonly derived from the Russian word vedat – ‘to know’. Although the term ‘Vedism’ is associated with nationalist and conservative groups, these ideas are popular well beyond their boundaries (Aitamurto 39), perhaps because they address the post-Soviet identity crisis by providing “a comforting historical imagination” (Laruelle 298).
Many festival participants find the vision of Vedic Russia important. Although the festival welcomes several ‘Slavic Vedic’ groups with well-defined religious doctrines or eclectic folk-inspired practices, the philosophy of Anastasia is the most popular among them. Described in Vladimir Megre’s bestselling series The Ringing Cedars of Russia (1996-2010), Anastasia’s vision of the world’s spiritual revival requires a return to the land. The books call on people to establish ecological estates (Kin’s Domains) to hasten the return of the ‘Vedrussian’ Golden Age. Megre’s books have a large following: as of June 26, 2015, the movement’s official website listed 212 ecovillages (http://www.anastasia.ru/static/patrimony_list.php). Although, as Rasa Pranskevičiūtė points out, the number of successful settlements is uncertain (5), the influence of Anastasia’s ideas in the post-Soviet region is reflected in the unfailing activity of Megre’s readers, who continue to establish Kin’s Domains, organize festivals and produce creative output (such as the uplifting songs of the Sun Bards). Aligning closely with countercultural ecospiritual movements the world over, Megre’s books are gaining an international readership (5). The movement avoids religious associations but puts forward a coherent vision of a Vedic civilisation, which has a distinct Slavic flavour.
The normative position of the Slavic interpretation of Vedism is established in spatial, temporal, visual and aural terms. Quite literally, it takes centre stage, as folk-inspired songs become the festival’s unofficial anthems. For example, the main musical act of the 2013 festival was Svetozar and Auramira. Their song ‘Mother Zhiva’, invoking a Slavic goddess of fertility, was performed every night, while participants joined in a khorovod (traditional Russian circle dance). One evening, the dance ended with a guided group meditation. Participants visualised the earth in the middle of the circle and sent loving energy in its direction. The New Age practice of energy work here took the form of a folk-inspired ritual. 
	The idea that language has spiritual meaning is also popular at the festival. Expressions like Blago Daryu (‘I bequeath you with blessings’), which replace the conventional word blagodaryu (‘thank you’), form the festival’s slang. This method of breaking words up into meaningful parts to uncover their ‘original’ meaning has inspired parodies: overzealous people are sometimes given a snarky characteristic of BlagoTebeDatniy (‘one who gives you blessings’).
The generalised Slavic aesthetic is also prominent visually. Many participants wear linen shirts and stylised dresses with folk-inspired embroidery. One can join the crowd by making a woven hairband. In addition to crafts, many festival activities, such as games and athletic competitions, are inspired by Russian folk culture. 
The most explicit invocations of Slavic Vedism occur at workshops where appeals to tradition are more systematic: Slavic exercise systems. One of them, Zdrava, is described as uniquely suitable for Slavic bodies, though its practitioners at the festival focus on health benefits instead of this somewhat racist argument. By contrast, Sergei (Rodoslav) Zaitsev’s stretching method on a special construction called a Pravylo makes a stronger spiritual claim. Inspired by Sergei Alekseev’s 2000 fantasy novel The Wolf’s Grip, the Pravylo is promoted as an ancient Slavic practice (www.pravylo.ru). With its aid, Zaitsev helps people work through ancestral and personal traumas and counteract the effects of telegony (a theory postulating that a woman’s children can inherit genetic traits from her previous sexual partners). 
Alongside healing techniques, many workshops at the festival, such as Vladimir Arkhipov’s Wave Gymnastics and the Beloyar method, share a generalised Slavic aesthetic without claiming historical roots. The word ‘Beloyar’, however, has a distinctly Slavic ring, which some people take seriously. At a Slavic shamanism workshop in 2013, I even witnessed a debate on its correct etymology.
	Although the festival’s mission statement does not mention Slavic spirituality, ideas associated with Vedic Russia are very popular in the community. Folk-inspired teachings, songs and imagery are more prominent than those of other traditions, and the Slavic interpretation of Vedism becomes mainstream at the expense of others. 
Hindu Challenges to the Slavic Norm
Despite its centrality, the dominance of Slavic Vedism is not impenetrable. After all, Indian scriptures have centuries of authority behind them. Not surprisingly, alternative interpretations of Vedism at the festival are Hindu-based. 
The appeal to Hindu roots at a Russian festival may seem counterintuitive, but the imaginary India is a strong legitimating authority. As Strmiska explains, many Pagans have an interest in Indian spirituality, regarding “modern Indians as their long-lost cousins and . . . the religion of Hinduism as their oldest spiritual relative” (27-28). India’s popularity in Russia is linked both with the exotic appeal of the East and with a perceived spiritual affinity between the two countries (Honey 258). India has long been important to Russian esotericism, notably in the spiritual writings of the Roerichs (206) and Blavatsky (Hammer 120). 
Early ideas about Slavic ethnic spirituality often involved an interest in Indian wisdom, and the Book of Vles was presented as the Russian Vedas (Aitamurto 24). Today, Rodolubie, a significant branch of Rodnoverie, embraces the connection with India. As one informant explained, Rodolubie chants were inspired by Indian mantras. Some Rodnoverie adherents, however, see this closeness to Hinduism as ignorance of the native tradition (Aitamurto 25). 
While some participants see the reverence for India as misguided, Indian spirituality is present on the festival grounds in the form of the International Society of Krishna Consciousness and the Gaudiya Matha community. 
The ISKCON movement, which started in New York in 1965, became active in Russia in the late Soviet period. ISKCON actively promotes its interpretation of Vedic scriptures, seen as the ultimate authority on the nature of God, humanity and the world (Clarke 251, 252). The Gaudiya Matha movement shares ISKCON’s neo-Vaishnavite values, yet follows a different spiritual leader. Its St Petersburg community is much smaller, with around 500 online subscribers on vk.com (compare with ISKCON’s 7600). 
	The two neo-Vaishnavite communities make strong appeals to the Vedic tradition, which they see as sacred history. At the festival, devotees with whom I spoke emphasised the notion of parampara, the unbroken line of tradition passed from master to disciple. They invoked parampara to distinguish their teaching from Slavic Vedism and explain its superiority.
	In the past few years, several Child of Nature members became Krishna devotees and brought their new communities to the festival: ISKCON in 2012, Gaudiya Matha in 2013. The two have occasional doctrinal disagreements and separate identities built on different lines of tradition. At the 2013 festival, they had separate camps. Nevertheless, their affinity remains strong, and devotees from both groups work and joke around together. 
	In addition to these discrete and highly involved communities, the festival has seen a growing interest in Vedic psychology, a brand of spiritual self-help that is promoted by lecturers such as Oleg Torsunov. Torsunov, a self-proclaimed Ayurveda specialist, bases his teachings on femininity on ISKCON texts. While ISKCON authorities disclaim a connection with Torsunov, young Russian women eagerly take up the patriarchal ideas he promotes. For some festival participants, Torsunov’s lectures became an introduction to ISKCON, but many others approach them in a utilitarian fashion, seeking to improve their lives by becoming more feminine: gentle, shrewd and submissive. The presence of these ideas amplifies the ambiguity of the term ‘Vedism’ at the festival. 
The Juncture Where Meanings Meet
Entering the New Age juncture of the festival, individuals encounter the polysemic nature of the term ‘Vedism’ head-on. Faced with spiritual pluralism in action, they use different strategies to deal with alternative interpretations.
Ideological Control
One possible strategy is to restrict – spatially and temporally, visually and aurally – the expression of other versions of truth. At Child of Nature, only the organisers can openly wield such power, but ordinary participants can influence their decisions. As discussed before, a degree of control is a practical necessity. The organisers can exclude practices that involve states of altered consciousness (rebirthing breathing practices), summon up bad energy (drum performances) or generally seem too intense - to use an emic term, ‘schizoteric’. As one of the festival’s former organisers explained, describing an instructor whose (Slavic-based) workshop caused a minor scandal:
There is the idea of the festival, it is that […] the seeds of Truth are located in different teachings... And people present their tradition sensibly, without saying that this is the only way. And she used her own concepts and… it was a bit schizoteric. (Female, 25, 19 July 2013)
The primary reason to interfere with workshops is their potential to offend or harm an average festivalgoer. Embracing a non-Slavic tradition is not a cause for censorship in itself. 
Nevertheless, differences between traditions are reinforced by what Dorothy Noyes describes as ‘boundary devices’: “Performance, sanctioned and unsanctioned, becomes a key means of boundary construction and maintenance, each festival or demonstration declaring difference between copresent individuals” (13). As described earlier, the Slavic tradition is the undeclared spiritual and aesthetic affiliation of the festival. Some people with whom I talked felt excluded by the constant references to Slavic spirituality: “The [Gymnastics of] Slavic Enchantresses don’t work for me”, said one participant, “Perhaps because I am not Slavic”. “I will not comment on the Slavic thing, it’s a sore subject for me”, said another. These participants draw attention to the exclusionary implications of presenting a particular tradition as a universal source of wisdom. 
Discussion and Dissent
Despite the prevalence of the Slavic norm, alternative ideas are certainly expressed at the festival. It is a space of unpredictable variety: in Stoeltje’s words, it is “multiple in voice, scene, and purpose” (261). As groups negotiate the conditions of the usage of the term ‘Vedic wisdom’, alternatives find expression in designated areas and at designated times, as well as beyond them. For example, ISKCON members give lectures on mantra singing and run the kitchen according to Hindu-based rules. In the crowd, they dilute the mass of Slavic-inspired outfits with Indian dhotis and saris. 
In private conversations, people freely advance their own visions of ‘Vedic wisdom’. When neo-Vaishnavite friends of mine learned that I study Comparative Literature, they encouraged me to compare Indian and Slavic Vedas as a PhD project: “This way, you can explain to us what exactly they are getting wrong!” Noticing Slavic-clad people nearby, they added, loudly and with much merriment: “...or what we are getting wrong!” This quick qualification was a self-aware commentary both on ideological differences and on the need to perform tolerance in the shared space of the festival. At the same time, alongside this good-natured recognition of differences, the charged atmosphere surrounding the word ‘Vedic’ creates a potential for dispute. As previously mentioned, I witnessed a heated argument about the etymology of the word ‘Beloyar’ and a confrontation with an Indian yoga instructor over his understanding of the Vedas. 
Alternative views are often expressed by competing groups, but dissent also occurs within particular ideologies. The Anastasia movement is a good example of that. While many festivalgoers take Anastasia’s teachings seriously, I have often encountered internal criticism of the movement. “The Vedrussian thing is rotten”, said a young woman active in the movement, and Dmitry Ol’khovoy rose to festival stardom in 2011 with his satirical songs about ecovillage life.
Cooperation
We have discussed the simultaneous expressions of alternative views, but the Vedisms of the festival are not parallel worlds. The festival demands not just coexistence, but also cooperation. Tolerance yields obvious practical benefits. One festival administrator explained to me that ISKCON volunteers in the kitchen are responsible and trustworthy:
It’s very nice to be dealing with them. They receive some money for the temple from us. [...] You know the exact number of volunteers that signed up. And everything’s great. (Female, 23, 19 July 2013)
Far from being discriminated against, followers of Indian Vedism are welcomed as partners in the business of catering. Their camp’s isolation also has a practical reason: it allows devotees to praise Krishna without disturbing families with small children. The structure of the situation thus requires people to moderate their beliefs and accept others.
This is why, for most participants, the primary strategy of dealing with alternative interpretations of the Vedic tradition is not conflict or avoidance but compromise. Plurality is, after all, an elementary principle of the New Age, as well as an indispensable feature of any juncture, where the sheer number of crossing paths makes it difficult to maintain separate ideologies.
Shopping at the Spiritual Market
This overview of strategies in dealing with competing interpretations of ‘Vedic wisdom’ would be incomplete without recognising individual creativity. Towards the end of the article, we have come full circle to New Age individualism. Child of Nature is a space for exploration and experiment. Many participants are interested in what Vedic wisdom has to offer them personally, without aligning with a particular camp. They behave as ‘serial’ or ‘multiple seekers’, exploring several spiritual traditions successively or simultaneously (Sutcliffe 204). Out of the chaotic network of conflicting truth claims, these spiritual seekers create a subjectively harmonious experience. 
The diverse atmosphere of the festival gives rise to unexpected and humorous instances of hybridity. The best example of such creative effervescence is the alternative version of Svetozar and Auramira’s hit song Mother Zhiva, created by a friend of mine who misheard the lyrics as ‘Mother Shiva’. The substitution of the Hindu god of destruction for the Slavic goddess of fertility was hilarious and accidentally profound. From then on, some people deliberately sang the wrong words: a subtle difference perceived only by those in the know. This incongruous combination of Slavic and Hindu, male and female, fertility and destruction, felt so right because it reflected the creative and fun New Age pastiche that was the festival. 
Conclusion
Combining consumerist bricolage with serious truth claims, the New Age might seem an oxymoron. This contradiction, however, is not a symptom of theoretical confusion but a sign of the living complexity of the object of study. Seeing the New Age as vernacular belief, rather than as a homogeneous set of ideas, scholars of contemporary religion can escape the restricting necessity to turn the paradox into a contradiction. Just like Child of Nature participants, we should be able to appreciate and understand its viable and dynamic nature.
At Child of Nature, the term ‘Vedic wisdom’ functions both as a product in the New Age market and as a signifier of ultimate truth, interpreted differently by competing traditions. On the one hand, this New Age festival is a space that encourages individualism and pluralism. On the other, its underlying essentialism accommodates strong truth claims. The festival’s participants develop different behavioural strategies to manage this situation. In order to advance a version of truth, they may attempt to control the expression of others’ ideas, assert their own or enter into debate. What happens is a constant process of negotiation, establishment and dismantling of authority. At the same time, the nature of the festival as a New Age juncture requires individuals to cooperate and compromise in the co-creation of the event. Finally, ideological instability also means that the festival is a place of play and creativity. Participants follow their individual spiritual paths by creating personally meaningful narratives and experiences. Gems like ‘Mother Shiva’ emerge out of this chaos of conflicting and overlapping truth claims.
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